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CORRESPONDENCE
' THE HEAD OF JOHN BAPTIST.'

I SHOULD like to thank Dr. James for his kind
—if perhaps not too kindly—correction of my
inaccuracies. ' Apocryphal Scriptures' and
' late Byzantine legends' are to me new seas
into which I am but just plunging, so I am
doubly grateful to be set right at the outset.
The details in which he is good enough to
correct me nowise invalidate, or even affect, my
argument. But I remember well my own
foolish exasperation when eminent literary
scholars made slipshod references to Greek
vases, so I offer him sympathy as well as con-
trition. Some Russian scholars must, I am
sure, have suffered the like anguish from the
misprints in the Russian transliterations. As
to my main contention—that the Gospel narra-
tive pre-supposes a daimon-myth and ritual, as
well as a kernel of historic fact—I abide by it
unmoved. I am well aware that it is not, and
perhaps never will be, logically proved, but it
seems to me to correlate a quite pleasing
number of facts. Several sympathetic letters
from scholars have reached me; one of them,
from the" Abbe Loisy, has given me special
pleasure ; he finds my hypothesis ' tres vrai-
semblable.' I propose, therefore, to continue
unabashed my ' crude and inconsequent specu-
lations.'

As to the general desirability of Comparative
Mythology as a subject for students, I would
leave that question in hands more judicious
than my own. I am no educationalist. To me
the keenest joys of science—as of sport—are
always perilous, and I hope to die commending
these perilous joys to a generation better
equipped, and I trust more valorous, than my
own.

JANE E. HARRISON.

To the Editors O/THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.

SIRS,—'Very outspoken criticism' may no
doubt at times be desirable, but I cannot see
that the errors of fact or faults of method which
the Provost of King's has pointed out in Miss
Harrison's article on ' The Head of John the
Baptist' are sufficient to justify the tone of his
condemnation.

Miss Harrison, let us admit, does make mis-
takes. She is apt to have her mind so much
concentrated on her main point that she is often
inaccurate in language about side-issues. In
this particular article there are several such
errors, all duly collected by the Provost. She
says, 'an early apocryphal scripture,' instead
of saying ' a Byzantine MS. of an apocryphal
scriptural legend, probably early.' She says
the story of the beheading ' is immediately
followed by' another incident, without men-
tioning (what is of no importance for the argu-
ment), that it is only so followed in the book
she is quoting, not in the MS. from which

the beheading-story is taken. She says this
incident occurs 'at the time of the Tempta-
tion,' when really it is not quite clear, nor does
it matter in the least, when it occurred. For
all these errors let her repent and mend her
ways.

Then come two passages of Greek, where the
Provost differs from her. But here, I must
confess, her interpretation seems to me to be
probably right, and certainly defensible.

1. fdaxe Tt)v Ke(f>a\fiv airrov virb yvvaiKos
opxrjorplSot 6pia^ev8j)vai. I should translate
'gave his head to be borne in triumph by a
dancing woman.' And I should precisely agree
with Miss Harrison that 'a triumphal dance
with the head seems almost implied.' Observe
the 'almost.' The Provost wants it to mean
' was exposed in triumph' by a woman who, by
profession, happened to be, in other circum-
stances, a dancer. Quite possible; though
unlikely in point of language. And surely un-
necessary in view of the passage quoted by the
Provost himself from the 'Life of John the
Baptist" in Graffin and Wau's Patrologie
Orientate, where the damsel definitely does
dance with the head at a banquet.

2. (ir6tr\aa . . . bodrfvai TTJV K€<j)a\fiv airrov cirl
irivaKos els op)0<Tiia Kopaaiov f/ivpo<r6fv TOV
'HpaSov. I should naturally translate: ' I
caused his head to be given on a charger for
the dancing of a girl before Herod.' And so
Miss Harrison. The Provost prefers : 'at the
dancing of a wench before Herod.' Both are
possible; but considering that, according to the
passage in Graffin and Wau, the girl did dance
with the head, I see no objection to the first
interpretation. The Provost argues that it
would be awkward to dance ' with the head on
a dish all the time.' But no one says that the
dancer kept the head on a dish. It was given
to her on a dish, and, I presume, she handled it
as best pleased her.

Next comes an argument of Miss Harrison's
which I think the Provost misunderstands, and,
indeed, this misunderstanding seems to lie at
the root of his whole criticism. He evidently
thinks that Miss Harrison has said something
both paradoxical and offensive, something which
justified him in using every art of polemic to
destroy so noxious a view. I believe he imagines
—though I hesitate to ascribe such a view to
him, and offer him sincere apologies if I am
wrong—that Miss Harrison means that John
the Baptist was a Year-daemon and not a his-
torical person ; or, even more strangely, that, to
quote his own words: ' There were love-
passages between Herodias' daughter and St.
John (on her side only) and that when she was
repulsed the motive spretae iniuria formae came
into play, and she demanded John's head out of
spite.'

It had never occurred to me that any student
of mythology would so interpret Miss Harrison's
argument. I understand her to mean that the
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